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QUESTION NO: 1

Select the item that is not a common symptom of data quality problems.

A. Lack of trust and agreement in reporting

B. high customer satisfaction

C. Supply-chain 'out of stock' situations

D. Failure of IT projects

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 2

With respect to field matching in IDQ, which best describes the approach to address matching?

A. No standardization is necessary, map input fields to the match transformation

B. Standardize address fields and use address line, locality, region and postcode fields as input to the match transformation

C. Standardize address fields and use the discrete address component fields, locality, region and postcode fields as input to 
the match transformation

D. Standardize address fields, create a group key field which contains parts of the address fields and only use the group key 
for address matching

ANSWER: B 

Explanation:

Reference: http://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-30172

QUESTION NO: 3

What happens to the records when corrections are made and a status of Accept is assigned?

A. The corrections are committed to the Staging DB and an UPDATED_STATUS of Accepted is assigned to the record

B. The corrections are committed to the Staging DB and record is automatically pushed into another DB

C. Records are corrected and are sent to an Accepted DB table

D. Records are accepted and are pushed out to Target/Production DB
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ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 4

What must you do in order to utilize Data Quality accelerators in PowerCenter? Choose 2 answers

A. Import accelerators directly to Power Center

B. Install accelerators directly to PowerCenter

C. Install accelerators into Developer

D. Export accelerator mapplets and/or mappings to PowerCenter

ANSWER: B D 

QUESTION NO: 5

Which are correct statements for IDQ grouping and matching?Choose 2 answers

A. IDQ field level matching does not utilize grouping

B. When field level matching is performed, the records within each group will be compared against each other

C. When field level matching is performed, matching will be performed across multiple groups in a single match 
transformation.

D. When field level matching is performed, matching will not be performed across groups, therefore it is imperative grouping 
is performed on a complete and accurate field(s)

ANSWER: A D 

Explanation:

Reference:

https://community.informatica.com/servlet/JiveServlet/previewBody/2660-102-5-5041/DQ % 
20Developer%209x%20Specialist%20Skill%20Set%20Inventory.pdf

QUESTION NO: 6

Which Informatica option provides solutions to common data quality issues in a country, region,or industry? Choose 1 
answer.

A. populations

B. accelerators
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C. dictionaries

D. mapplets

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 7

Which of the following will not work when adding transformations to mappings?

A. Double click on the transformation in the transformation palette

B. Click and drag the transformation onto the mapping

C. From the Mapping menu, select Add Transformation

D. Right click and choose Add Transformation on the mapping

ANSWER: B 

Explanation:

Reference: https://app2.informaticacloud.com/saas/v345/docs/cloud-user-guide/GUID-D9A51AB7-4C7B4F92-B95A-
82DEBAAAB706.1.084.html

QUESTION NO: 8

Which two of the following values can be parameterized in the Match transformation? Choose 2 answers

A. Threshold values

B. Scoring methods

C. Match Field Inputs

D. Weights

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 9

What functionality does Data Quality Assistant provide? Choose 2 answers

A. Consolidate duplicates into master record

B. Bad record management
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C. Automatically consolidates data

D. ReGroup records for matching

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 10

Users would export DQ mappings to PowerCenter for which of the following reasons? Choose all that apply.

A. Performance

B. Scalability

C. Batch access

D. DQ as part of ETL process

ANSWER: A B C D 
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